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SUMMARY
Technology is changing the world at a rapid pace1 and we are entering the 4th Industrial Revolution which is characterized
by a new range of technologies like biotech and infotech which connects our physical, digital and biological worlds2.
The first Industrial Revolution was responsible for instigating new innovations and technologies that have improved quality
of life and increased life expectancy. So much so, that the human population is heading towards 9.8 billion by 20503.
It was also responsible for implementing the linear production systems that we still see today in manufacturing industries.
A take, make and waste system that relies heavily on our natural resources for materials, water and energy. These systems
are not sustainable especially if the population is going to continue to grow at its projected speed.
Industrial Symbiosis (IS) provides a framework for helping to reduce the impact of manufacturing industries. There are a few
successful examples that show that it can be profitable while optimizing the use of natural resources.
In an effort to assess what could be done to make this framework more mainstream, a SWOT analysis was done of the IS
model to evaluate areas to focus on for this research. A further evaluation against Life’s Principles narrowed down the area
of focus. An opportunity to promote knowledge sharing and collaboration was identified as the optimal choice for this
project.
Using a biomimetic approach, swarm intelligence in Nature was discovered to be the most interesting concept to explore
further. This research project examines the idea that an online game could be used to leverage the Collective
Intelligence of players around the world to build virtual IS hubs that could potentially be applied to the real world.
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INTRODUCTION

and the environmental impacts of resource use and pollution are cause for
concern8.

Humans have been slowly stamping a mark on the Earth since we evolved

Traditional models of industrial activity take in raw materials and create

and began to develop agricultural practices about 11,000 years ago. How-

products plus waste that needs to be disposed of. This is known as the

ever, in the last two hundred years the mark has grown into a deeper and

take-make-waste model. This model is unsustainable and new models need

more noticeable imprint. It is so noticeable in fact, that human behaviour is

to be implemented if we wish to continue producing products at our current

now altering the Earth’s natural cycles and some scientists have suggested

rates. According to the IPCC report 2018, manufacturing is responsible for

a new epoch called the Anthropocene because of it4. See fig 1.

21% of carbon emissions9.

Two hundred and fifty years ago, the Industrial Revolution marked a shift to
machines, factories and mass production5. It also led to people coming up
with inventions and technologies which have resulted in important
medical discoveries, agricultural developments and transportations to name
but a few. These advances have improved quality of life and increased life
expectancy, but it has all come at a cost and it is the planet that is paying
the price. People are living longer which means population are growing and
during the last century it went from 1.5 to 6.1 billion people in just 100
years6.
The impacts of climate change are becoming increasingly evident - and
developing the necessary responses will require new forms of cooperation
between the public and private sectors7. The current industrial activities are
in conflict with ecological systems. The exploitation of natural resources

THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
It is said that humanity is entering the Fourth Industrial Revolution. It
is characterized by a range of new technologies, like synthetic biology,
quantum computing and 3D printing that are joining the physical, digital
and biological worlds, impacting all types of industries. The changes and
disruptions hold great promise but also great peril. The human race can
now connect billions of people to digital networks, dramatically improve
the efficiency of organizations and even manage assets in ways that
could potentially help regenerate the natural environment, and possibly
undo the damage of the previous industrial revolutions10.
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Global Population
in Billions

ANTHROPOCENE
The word Anthropocene is a combination of the word “anthropo”, meaning “human” with “-cene”, the standard suffix for “epoch” in geologic time11. It has been given this name because it is a new
epoch that has been caused by human behaviour. Humans have become so powerful that they are altering the Earth’s natural cycles. The precise time start of the Anthropocene is still under
debate12,but it is accepted that it has been accelerated since WW213.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Fourth Industrial Revolution provides an abundance of opportunities
for a sustainable and even regenerative future, but to do so we need a new
mainstream model for industrial production. We need to change not only the
types of products we make, but also the way we make our products.
Industrial Symbiosis(IS) is a framework that could aid in creating a
sustainable future but it is not yet widely adopted. Examining Industrial
Symbiosis through a biomimicry lens, this research project will aim to
highlight potential areas of opportunity to attract more stakeholders.

SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE
The Industrial Revolution has left a strong legacy on our society today. It
was responsible for numerous innovations, but it has also led to
unsustainable and destructive business models and behaviours.
Between 1970 and 2017, the extraction of materials increased more than
17

240%, reaching an amount of 92 billion tonnes in 2017 .
The linear model requires large amounts of energy and resources for the
production processes but there is a vast amount of waste created in the
process. The Sustainable Europe Research Institute (SERI) estimates that
the manufacturing of products in OECDi countries consumes over 21 billion tons of materials that are not actually incorporated into the products
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development is made up of 36 member countries that
promote policies to improve the economic and social well being of people.

i

themselves18.
It has only been in the past few decades that concerns have been expressed about the damage that has been inflicted on the natural ecosystems
because of industrial processes. Most of today’s manufacturing plants still
operate on the take, make and waste system. There have been many environmental legislations passed in an effort to reduce the pollution, but these
7
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efforts have been to try and made the traditional models ‘less bad’ as opposed to redesigning the system to make it good.
In the past few decades, numerous people and organisations have come

SUSTAINABLITY
FRAMEWORKS

up with sustainability frameworks to help tackle the problems humans have
been creating in the current linear economy. However, despite their insightful and logical principles there has not been any widespread
implementation of these frameworks in the manufacturing industry.
The frameworks that were looked at for this project are shown in the graph
to the right.
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SCOPE

METHODOLOGY

The scope of this project is to research and analize Industrial Symbiosis and to
evaluate it against Life’s Principles to see if there was strategies in Nature that
could be used to improve the model. A SWOT analysis was done to represent the
‘Industrial’ aspect of the model while the Biomimicry Design Spiral was used to

COLLECT
SECONDARY
DATA

Extensive literature research was
carried out using academic
papers, company websites etc.

evaluate the ‘Symbiosis’ of part of the model. This strategy would provide a more
holistic approach to the research. It became evident very early on that the human
aspect of Industrial Symbiosis would be an important focus of this research.

COLLECT
PRIMARY DATA

Speakers from conferences and seminars
attended and personal communications

NOT IN SCOPE
• The material and energy flows and the physical facilities
• The financial costs in setting up an IS hub

PROPOSED PROCESS
The central theme of this research has always been around how our current linear
material economy was unsustainable and could the technologies of the 4th
Industrial Revolution be used to produce things in a more sustainable way.
Initially, the focus was on the fashion industry and the fact that the growing global
population would require more resources. The research began with looking at
biofabricaion as a sustainable alternative to producing materials.
However, there was limited information on materials and production processes from
companies due to patents etc. Many companies are still in the R&D phase so it is
difficult to gauge what their production would look like once it has been scaled up.

CREATE SWOT
ANALYSIS

A SWOT of IS was created to
identify areas of opportunity from a
business perspective

EVALUATE
SWOT AGAINST
LIFE’S
PRINCIPLES
IDEATE
USING THE
BIOMIMICRY
DESIGN SPIRAL

Life’s Principles were
used to examine IS
from a natural
perspective.

This framework was chosen to
help explore Nature for ideas to
improve IS
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This project started by looking at the Antroposcene and current linear production
processes. The 4th Industrial Revolution and biotechnology could enable humans
to fix many of the current problems but to do this, we also need to
disrupt our old production methods. Trust or lack of it, was flagged
as an issue that would need to addressed before any meaningful BIOFABRICATION
change can take place.
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INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY

INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY
The Industrial Ecology framework has been called the ‘science
of sustainability’21 but like the term sustainability, Industrial

SUSTAINABILITY

ecology can be hard to define. The simplest definition would
be; “Industrial Ecology conceptualizes industry as a man-made
ecosystem that operates in a similar way to natural ecosystems”22.

Main Principles of Industrial Ecology

INDUSTRIAL
ECOLOGY

• Create industrial ecosystems - close the loop
• Balance industrial inputs and outputs to
natural levels
• Dematerialisation of industrial output
FIRM
LEVEL

BETWEEN
FIRMS

REGIONAL
GLOBAL

• Improve the efficiency of industrial processes
• Increase renewable energy use

• DESIGN FOR ENVIRONMENT
• POLLUTION PREVENTION
• ECO-EFFICIENCY
• ‘GREEN’ ACCOUNTING

• ECO-INDUSTRIAL PARKS (INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS)
• PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES
• INDUSTRIAL SECTOR INITIATIVES

• BUDGETS & CYCLES
• MATERIAL & ENERGY
FLOW STUDIES (MFA)
• DEMATERIALIZATION &
DECARBONIZATION

• Align policies with the Industrial Ecology
concept 23
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The word “Symbiosis” comes from the Greek words meaning “with” and
“living.” It describes the relationships among two or more organisms from
different species. It is usually mutually beneficial26.
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involved in exchanging two types of resources to be considered as a basic
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type of Industrial Symbiosis27.
Eco-Industrial parks is another term for Industrial Symbiosis. Companies
can share resources like land, water and energy. The byproducts from one
company can also be used as a material for another to reduce the waste20.
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KALUNDBORG SYMBIOSIS

The Kalundborg Symbiosis is a partnership between nine public and private
companies (6 private, 3 public) in Kalundborg, Denmark. See Appendix. It
has been evolving an industrial symbiosis with a circular approach to production since 1972. The main principle is that a byproduct from one company becomes a
material for another, benefiting both the environment and the economy29.
The Kalundborg symbiosis is internationally recognised as being a
successful example of industrial symbiosis. The industrial cluster began in
the 1960s with a power plant and an oil refinery that made an agreement
with the local municipality to pump in fresh water from the nearby lake.
What is interesting about Kalundborg is that it is a self-organising example
of IS30.”The collaboration is based on trust, confidentiality, openness,
equality and cooperation31.”

The Combined Yearly Savings:
• Bottom-line savings of 24 million EUR

ORGANISATIONS WORKING WITH IS
DANSK SYMBIOSECENTER
Symbiosis Center Denmark is a spin off from the Kalundborg Symbiosis
which helps to pave the way for symbioses by facilitating the process. They
have also been involved in developing the model that ranks industrial parks
and their opportunities for symbioses33.

ELLEN MACARTHUR FOUNDATION
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation is on a mission to “accelerate the transition
to a circular economy”. Their 3 main principles are:
1-Design out waste and pollution
2 -Keep products and materials in use
3 - Regenerate natural systems 34.

CLIMATE KIC
The European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) is an

• 14 million EUR in socio-economic savings

EU initiative that supports innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe.

• 635,000 tons of CO2

The Climate KIC is a Knowledge and Innovation Community that focuses

• 3,6 million m3 water

on the challenges of climate change. The SCALER online platform aims to
provide guides and tools on IS, to help compnies increase their efficiency

• 100 GWh of energy
• 87,000 tons of materials

32

through mutual resource sharing, and share important information and data
about adopting circular industrial systems35.
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Why isn’t Industrial Symbiosis
widely adopted?
There are many challenges when it comes to setting up IS synergies.
According to one report, the most common barriers were:
• The flow of materials - matching of the timing of when a waste is
generated and the timing in which it may be needed
• Risk and uncertainty
• Lack of time
• Inability of organisations to reach a mutually beneficial agreement
• Current business culture
• Logistics
• Too high costs for the changes needed to transfer to IS system
• Lack of technical capacity and expertise
• Not enough information28
“In an economic climate where success is measured purely in short-term
profits, it can be difficult to encourage adoption of a model that brings
longer term economic, environmental and social benefits. It could take
years before you see the returns.31”

*Alkærsig Jensen, N Personal Communication, 28 Sept 2018

When I spoke to Nina Alkærsig Jensen from the Danish Symbiosis
Center it that the human element plays a large role in creating a
successful IS hub, she said that there are numerous benefits to the
collaborative approach. The best thing about working with IS, was seeing
the relationships that form between people, and hearing about the
unexpected consequences that always seem to emerge when new
partnerships are formed. Human Relationships are vital to the
creation of Industrial Symbiosis*
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SWOT FOR INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS
A SWOT was developed to map out all the key discussion points that had been highlighted from
literature research and personal communications. Sorting them into different categories makes it
clearer to compare them against Life’s Principles.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Share costs28
Reduce impact on natural resources20
Reduce emissions21
Sharing responsibilities20
Localisation36
Creates jobs28
Reduces waste handling21

Finding the right location28
Time needs to be invested in finding the
right synergies28
Bureaucracy
Many voices involved in decision making
Lack of expertise28
Dependence on fossil fuels20
Requires facilitators28

Build strong relations between
private and public entities38
Share knowledge38
Creates unforseen opportunities
between partners*
Transparency28
Redesign manufacturing37

Lack of trust28
Competitive vs Cooperative mindset28
Outsourcing
Fear of Transparency28
Information is expensive2
Financial risk28

Opportunities

Threats

FINDINGS
From looking at the SWOT it is clear that
many of the items on the lists are related
to human relationships and the ability to
collaborate.
• Building relations
• Sharing knowledge
• Lack of Trust
• Fear of Transparency
• Mindset
All of these points both postitive and
negative are highlighting that it is human
relationships that are benefiting from IS
synergies but it is also these relationships
that are hindering it.
Because Industial Symbiosis looks at
natural ecosystems as models for the
industrial activities2 it was decided to also
compare the findings from the SWOT
against Life’s Principles to see what
similarities and contrasts could be found in
the natural world.
Life’s Principles (LPs) provide the evaluative
framework for Biomimicry. These principles
explain how life has managed to survive on
Earth for the last 3.8 Billion years39.
17
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EVALUATE SWOT AGAINST LIFE’S PRINCIPLES - POSITIVES
Shape rather
than material

Cellular and
nested

Share costs
SelfOrganising

Simple, common
building blocks

Fostering
cooperative
relationships

Leveraging
interdependence

Reduce
emissions

Antenna, signal,
response

Life creates
conditions
conducive to
life

Create jobs
Localisation
Locally attuned
& Responsive

Learns and
imitates

Share knowledge

Redesigning
manufacturing

Using benign
manufacturing

Using self assembly

Reduce
emissions

Reduce impact on
natural resources

Recycling all
materials

Life Adapts
& Evolves

(runs on information)

Feedback
Loop

Fitting form to
function

Optimizing
rather than
maximizing

Free Energy
Resourceful &
Opportunistic

Building strong relationships
between private and public
entities

Integrates
cyclic
processes

Using multifunctional
design

Using lifefriendly
materials

Using waterbased
chemistry

Resilient
Share knowledge

Reduce waste
handling
Create unforseen opportunities
between partners

Diverse

Cross
pollination and
Building strong
mutation

relationships between
private and public
entities

Redundant
Decentralized
and distributed

Not in focus
Positive
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EVALUATE SWOT AGAINST LIFE’S PRINCIPLES - NEGATIVES
Many voices involved in
decision making

Outsourcing
Shape rather
than material

Cellular and
nested

Information is
expensive

Fostering
cooperative
relationships

Lack of trust

Finding the right location

Fitting form to
function

Bureaucracy
Competitive vs
Cooperative mindset
Dependence on Simple, common
fossil fuels
building blocks

Many voices involved in
decision making

SelfOrganising

Fear of Transparency

Resourceful &
Opportunistic

Optimizing
rather than
maximizing

Life creates
conditions
conducive to
life

Locally attuned
& Responsive

Using benign
manufacturing

Life Adapts
& Evolves

Fear of Transparency

Integrates
cyclic
processes
Learns and
imitates

Lack of trust

Free Energy

(runs on information)

Feedback
Loop

Recycling all
materials

Fear of Transparency

Antenna, signal,
response

Requires Facilitators

Leveraging
interdependence

Using self assembly

Using multifunctional
design

Using lifefriendly
materials

Using waterbased
chemistry

Resilient
Lack of trust

Cross
pollination and
mutation

Fear of Transparency

Diverse
Redundant
Decentralized
and distributed

Not in focus
Negative
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SWOT EVALUATED AGAINST
LIFE’S PRINCIPLES
Taking the findings from the SWOT and comparing them to Life’s
Principles was done for a number of reasons:
• It was used to see how the Industrial Symbiosis system compared to
a natural system.
• It was also helpful to divide the SWOT and do two comparisions. One
with the strengths and opportunities and the other with the threats
and weaknesses. This showed where IS aligned with Life’s Principles
and where it did not.
• The positive alignments gave insights into what is working well and
could be explored to see how it could be developed further.
• The negative areas highlighted room for improvement and aspects
of IS that could be tackled to find ways to turn these negatives into
postivies.

FINDINGS
LEVERAGING INTERDEPENDENCE
Similar to cooperative relationships, this principle is vital to reducing
waste and improving resilience40. In Nature mutually beneficial relationships are seen everywhere, where the waste of one organism is food for
another. In business, open communication is necessary for these types
of interactions to flourish.

CROSS-POLLINATION AND MUTATION
Nature is reliant on organisms that continuously adapt to their everchanging surroundings by taking good mutations and passing them on to
their offspring so they can be better equipped to survive40. It also helps
to create more diveristy. This happens in successful IS hubs as
companies find ways of creating by-products from a waste stream. A
lack of trust and fear of transparency that is embedded in most
businesses today is what keeps companies from exloring the positive
outcomes that could evolve from collaborations with other firms.

SELF ORGANISING
Self organisation in Nature is when individual organisms react to relevant
cues from their surroundings which usually benefit the many. Ants in a
colony use self organisation. Open source programs like Wiki pages are
an example of how it can work in the human design world40. So far, it is
not something that is prevalent in the IS framework.
20
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IDEATE USING BIOMIMICRY DESIGN SPIRAL

EVALUATE
against Life’s
Principles

IDENTIFY
functions

WHAT IS BIOMIMICRY?

LUATE

People are getting better at recognising that nature is much better at

EMULATE
Nature’s
strategies

TRANSLATE

EVA

designing systems then we ever were. Other organisms have been
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assess s as well as a brief41 .
e
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around and doing it for much longer then humans. As apprentices, we
should learn from the master. “Biomimicry is a tool that focuses on
looking at Nature as a guiding framework”39. When it comes exploring
Industrial Symbiosis which is inspired by natural eco systems, it made

to biology

ABSTRACT

patterns and principles

DISCOVER

strategies from Nature

sense to look at nature for answers as to how this framework could be
improved.
For this process the Biomimicry Design Spiral will be used. This tool does
EVALUATE

not require any specific order to be

against Life’s
Principles

followed. This project will commence

used as the starting point to discover

• Incorporate trust into the IS model
IDENTIFY
functions

at the Evaluate step. The findings
from the comparison against LP’s are

• Include diverse opinions
• Transparency

EMULATE
Nature’s
strategies

TRANSLATE

potential organisms that could be

to biology

emulated to create an added value

• Design a system that leverages knowledge
sharing

Design a

for the sustainable business model of
Industrial Symbiosis.

• Use the SWOT analysis as the starting point
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strategies from Nature
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• Make diversity a strength
• Incorporate transparency into the IS model

HOW DOES NATURE...

• Incorporate trust into the IS model

• Self-organise
• Collaborate

Design a system that
leverages knowledge sharing

• Coordinate
• Cultivate cooperation
• Express competition
• Communicate
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Nature’s
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For this round of the spiral,
one function from the
translate phase will be
explored in more detail.

TRANSLATE

DISCOVER - collaborate
Nature is full of examples of how organisms can reap the benefits of
cooperating while minimizing the cost of competition42.

to biology

There are different types of symbiotic relationships in Nature:
ABSTRACT

patterns and principles

Predation – the relationship between predator and prey

DISCOVER

strategies from Nature

Parasitism – one organism is helped but the other is harmed
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Competition – developing different niches to common resources
Mutualism – both parties benefit
Commensalism - one organism is helped and second is neither
helped nor harmed43.
The most common being mutualism where both organisms are helped in
some way.
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DISCOVER - collaborate

Ant colonies self-organize and carry out complex group tasks through many simple
individual interactions. For example, when ants leave their nest in search of food, they release a
trail of pheromones (chemicals) that the other ants in the colony can detect44 .

Honey bees that are sent out to scout for a new hive location communicate how promising
the site is to the other bees by performing a “waggle dance,” which includes a code indicating
the site’s location. Based upon the vigour of these dances, other scouts locate and assess the
more strongly recommended locations45.
Ants and honey bees communicate through open, two-way, always on conversation.(cite)
These are both examples of Swarm Intelligence46. This is the term given to the collective
behaviour that emerges from a group of social insects that work together to solve problems they
could not accomplish on their own47.

STARLINGS - a collection of starlings is called a murmuration and it is a mezmerizing sight
to behold in Nature. The birds move together in synchronized, fluid movements which is called
Collective Movement. Scientists are not sure why they do this. One theory being that is a ‘safety
in numbers’ action to ward off predators48.

HUMANS have developed a powerful tool to connect and collaborate with each other - the
internet. In real time, people can self organise, communicate and share information across the
globe42. The human equvilent of Swarm Intelligence can be called Collective Intelligence.
It refers to the capability of a group to collaborate in order to achieve goals that an individual
would not be able to accomplish alone49.
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ABSTRACT
• There needs to be a way to develop a platform where

TRANSLATE
to biology

people can communication through open, two-way,
always on conversations42. Just like honey bees have
ABSTRACT

their waggle dance, IS hubs need to find ways to al-
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low open communication between employee and also
between the different organisations.
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• Each production plant in an IS hub must benefit at
least one other production plant through its activities
and must not cause harm to other partners or the
symbiosis itself. Through cooperation and symbiosis, ant colonies get the most nutrition from their
environment. In return for protection, they can milk
aphids, grow fungus and care for other nutritive
plants50.
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ABSTRACT
• Production plants in the IS complex should be able to self-organize and carry out complex
group tasks through simple individual interactions. An example of this could be automatic information sharing among the IS partners regarding, energy, water or material waste
generation/availability. The flocks of starlings that form mumurations have no leaders.
Information travels across the flock remarkably quickly and with nearly no degradation which
researchers describe it as a high signal-to-noise ratio51. These mumurations could be exlored
to find ways to share information quickly and without degradation.

• Industrial Symbiosis hubs must embed and leverage Collective Intelligence. All partners
must continuously seek out and share relevant information about internal or external
opportunities and challenges that could potentially impact themselves and/or any of
the other partners. This could be done by creating a system to share information about
new partners that could be added to the symbiosis. The internet now allows humans
to share information all over the planet in real time. There are many different applications that can be explored to harness Collective Intelligence to help improve Industrial
Symbiosis.
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“No one knows everything, everyone knows something”
														- Pierre Levy
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MAJOR FINDINGS
• Organisms cooperate to ensure the species survival42.
• Not all mutalistic relationships in Nature are perfect but
organisms have developed ways to ‘punish’ partners who
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don’t hold up their end of the deal53.
• Sometimes if an organism is leeching off the other partners,
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the whole system can collapse.
• Diversity can encourage competition42.
• IS is a complex adaptive system and there is no one
design that can be rolled out for others to copy. There needs
to be a more open way to explain the organising principles of
Industrial Symbiosis.
• Two heads are better than one. There is the technology to
• connect millions of heads, to come together to work on these
complex systems.
• Nature often learns through play.

“Cooperation is one of the most important
and beneficial behaviours on Earth52.”
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The idea of harnessing the collective intelligence of humans kept reoccurring during the Abstract phase of the design spiral. The self-organising ways that
people collaborate over the internet and seeing that online communities can attract millions of members sparked the idea of creating an online platform.
Gamification is becoming a popular way to facilitate workshops and because IS requires facilitators, and so the idea became to explore an online game.

BENEFITS OF GAMES
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Collaborative games allow players to
enjoy themselves, not by competing
against one another but by
overcoming challenges that the game
presents as a team55.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF GAMES
SERIOUS GAMES: Games that are used for purposes other than
entertainment. The idea is to use gameplay to create a better understanding of a particular concept56.

BOARD GAMES

Circulab are using board games to
promote and circular econony and
help companies identify new synergies and opportunites59.

ROLE PLAY GAMES

Bucky Fuller created the World Games back in the
1950s and is played on a 75ft map. In the game,
the Players are global problem-solvers who learn
how equitable distribution of global resources60
can “Make the world work, for 100% of humanity,
in the shortest possible time, through spontaneous
cooperation, without ecological offense or the disadvantage of anyone61.”

VIDEO GAMES

SIM Earth – this is a game from the
1990s that is inspired by Gaia theory and developed alongside James
Lovelock. It can be played two ways.
In game mode where you are given an
energy budget and you try to develop
and maintain your planet.
In experimental mode, you have an
unlimited amount of energy and so
you can experiment with the planet
and see what happens62.
Massively Multiplayer Online
Games (MMOG) - there are online
games where large numbers of players
can play at the same time. The most
famous of these games is World of
Warcraft. At it’s peak, approx 12 million
players would regularly sign in to play63.
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INSPIRATIONAL GAME
Superstruct is a game designed by Jane McGonigal. She is a game designer who believes
a game designer will win the Nobel Peace prize by 202364.
She works at the Institute for the Future65 and in 2008 they launched “the world’s first
massively multiplayer forecasting game.”
Players had to imagine how they would solve the problems of 2019, when the end of
humanity was predicted to happen by 2042 and so they had to invent “new ways to organize the human race and augment our collective human potential.” The game had 8,000
registered players and 500 ‘superstructures’ were created in the eight weeks that it ran66.
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Challenges the players would face
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EMULATE
IDEA: AN ONLINE SIMULATION GAME TO DESIGN INDUSTRIAL
SYMBIOSIS PARTNERSHIPS
• Organisms in nature collaborate for the survival of the species not for monetary gain - the game will keep (human) species survival
as a core value and how sucess can be measured. It will be named LEGASIS which is a combination of ‘Legacy’ and ‘Symbiosis’.
• It is inspired by platforms like GitHub which uses the colletive intelligence of 31 million developers around the world on coding
• projects and Citizen Science games like Foldit which has 200,00 volunteers working to solve puzzles in biochemistry42.
• Engineers, academics, factory workers, designers etc can work on projects and share their knowledge to create a virtual IS hub.
• People can work together to solve the problems of creating IS hubs sharing knowledge and learning about the resources that are
involved in these complex adaptive systems.
• Companies could upload an avitar company with their real emissions and materials and see if there are other companies that could
be a suitable partner for them in the real world.
• Government and regional municipalities can use the information and ideas to initiate real world partnerships
• It will share knowledge about IS across the globe but in a fun and interactive way.
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LEGASIS - STORYBOARD
LEGASIS GAME DESIGN		
STORYBOARD

LEGASIS

• AN ONLINE STRATEGY GAME

START UP MENU

• INTERACTIVE

SINGLE PLAYER

• TEAM BUILDING

MULTIPLE PLAYERS

LEGASIS

LEADERBOARD

		

MULTIPLE PLAYERS
Enter Team Name
Add Players

		
People form teams
from within their
company to create
the most efficient IS
system using 		
their own production
plant.
Encourages diveristy
and self organising
behaviour.

TEAM		

EMISSIONS REDUCED BY

1ST - A TEAM 			

100,000 tons

2ND - CO2 SLAYERS

97,485 tons

3RD - ECO-AIDES		

84,567tons
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LEGASIS - STORYBOARD
SCENARIO 1 - BUILD YOUR IS HUB FROM SCRATCH
SCENARIO 2 - WORK WITH WHAT YOU HAVE

SCENARIO 1

NOTE: Creating different
scenarios will allow teams to
try different ways of working
and exploring the situation from
different angles.

MISSION:
CHOOSE YOUR LOCATION

TO CREATE A NEW IS HUB AND REDUCE THE
COMPANY’S EMISSIONS AS MUCH AS
POSSIBLE. LOWEST EMISSIONS WINS!!!

NOTE: Picking a location will allow GIS67 to make
the virtual world similar to real world geography
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LEGASIS - STORYBOARD

ste
a
W

5

Waste Outputs

Waste 4

WASTE RESOURCES
EMISSIONS
WASTER WATER

Waste 3

OUTPUTS

The company will provide data on current
emissions and energy sources etc but the
teams should work together to discover as
many inputs and outputs as possible. This
makes the case for having a diverse team
from different departments across the
company.

2

RAW MATERIALS

Was
te

WATER SOURCE

First, the team needs to enter the inputs
and outputs of the organisation. The more
streams they can identify, the more options
it will give them to find alternative uses
for the outputs and more possibilities to
reduce emissions.

1

WIND
SOLAR
HYDRO
OIL
GAS

Material
inputs

te

INPUTS

ENERGY SOURCE

SCENARIO 1 - BUILD YOUR IS HUB FROM SCRATCH

W
as

RESOURCES
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LEGASIS - STORYBOARD
Material
inputs
Water

Energy
Water

TOOLBOX
WIND ENERGY
SOURCE
OIL
WATER
SOURCE

Outputs
FIND NEW
PARTNER FOR
WASTE STREAM

Waste Water

Insert water
purification process?

PIPE

FACTORY
RECYCLING
COMPANY

Teams will build hubs that they feel can optimize their current
production system. In the game, teams can try out various energy
sources and different industries to see what the impacts are, and
which are the better fit.
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VALUE PROPOSITION

PROPOSED NEXT STEPS

FOR EMPLOYEES:
• They get to engage with new work colleagues in a fun, creative way.
• They will learn about Natural Capitiialism (Appendix C) and systems
thinking and get to see their company from a different perspective.
FOR EMPLOYERS:
• Their employees will be engaged in creating a better and more efficient
organisation.
• Open communication across the company will be encouraged through
the diverse teams being formed.

• The first steps would be to go through the biomimicry design spiral a
few more times and look into more functions in Nature and refine the
idea.
• It would also be a good idea to see if a group from the Dansk SymbioseCenter would also participate in a Biomimicry workshop to see what
other issues could be identified.
• Contact the Institute for the Future to find out about their learnings from
the Superstruct game.
• Once the idea has been refined to a satisfactory level, it would be necessary to research the Gaming world and GitHub about how to proceed.
Games like SIm Earth and SuperStruct could provide a good foundation
for what the game could look like. Superstruct is no longer on line but
there is a manual and I have reached out to the game’s designer to see
if she would be willing to talk more about what is involved in creating an
MMOG.

EVALUATE AGAIN
• With potentially millions of people working on solving the problems of
IS, it could take far less time for companies to find the right synergies.
• The use of Collective Intelligence will make having many voices in the
decision making a strength and not a weakness.
• Experts for all different areas can participate and share their knowledge.
• Facilitators may still be required but at a later stage.
• Collective Intelligence is all about a cooperative mindset whilst developing a competitive symbiosis
• Information is free
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
The research has shown that our current production systems are unsustainable and will not be able to keep on producing for the generations of the
future with the systems of the past. We need new methods and tools to help create better systems that do not destory our natural resources but
ones that could possiblity replenish them. This is not something that can be left up to one group of people or professionals or even governmental
bodies. This is a global problem and it will need need the collective intelligence of our global community to find solutions. Our population is growing,
so we should harness all that creativity and turn it into a resource.
This thesis research project has shown that using Biomimicry can provide ideas on ways to attract more stakeholders to Industrial Symbiosis. I found
the design spiral quite challenging and I got stuck in trying to make literal connections between strategies found in nature and the problems from
the SWOT. I would like to try and do a few more rounds and bring more people in to collaborate with. This research has taught me that we need
more collaboration.
These are exciting times to be alive, the world is changing at a rapid pace and new technologies are being developed at equally breakneck speeds.
Humans are an extremely smart and adaptable species and if we put our heads together, I have no doubt that we could solve all the problems that
we have created for ourselves and the rest of the organisms we share this planet with. So, let’s put our heads together.
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“Our deepest hopes as
humans lies in technology,
but our deepest trust lies in
Nature.”
W. Brian Arthur
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MAP-KALUNDBORG SYMBIOSIS

ENERGY

1 STEAM
2 POWER TO GRID
3 WARM CONDENSATE
4 DISTRICT HEATING
5 NATURAL GAS

WATER

6 WASTE WATER
7 CLEANED WASTE WATER
8 SURFACE WATER
9 USED COOLING WATER
10 DEIONIZED WATER
11CLEANED SURFACE WATER

MATERIALS

12 WASTE
13 GYPSUM
14 FLY ASH
15 SULPHUR
16 YEAST SLURRY
17 SAND
18 SLUDGE
19 NOVOGRO
20 ETHANOL WASTE
21BIOMASS
22 FERTILIZER
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LIFE’S PRINCIPLES
Fostering
cooperative
relationships

Shape rather
than material

Cellular and
nested

SelfOrganising

Leveraging
interdependence

Simple, common
building blocks

Life creates
conditions
conducive to
life

Antenna, signal,
response

Locally attuned
& Responsive
(runs on information)

Using benign
manufacturing

Life Adapts
& Evolves
Using self assembly

Feedback
Loop

Resilient

Integrates
cyclic
processes
Learns and
imitates

Recycling all
materials

Optimizing
rather than
maximizing

Free Energy
Resourceful &
Opportunistic

Fitting form to
function

Diverse
Cross
pollination and
mutation

Redundant
Decentralized
and distributed

Using multifunctional
design

Using lifefriendly
materials

Using waterbased
chemistry
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FOUR PRINCIPLES OF NATURAL CAPITALISM

RADICAL RESOURCE
PRODUCTIVITY

INVEST IN NATURAL
CAPITALISM

NATURAL
CAPITALISM
SERVICE AND FLOW ECONOMY
BIOMIMICRY

NATURAL CAPITALISM
Natural Capitalism are the resources that cannot be
produced by human activities68.It is the air we breath
and the soil we use that does not have a price, but
which is priceless to maintaining human existence here
on Earth.
It is another term for the stock of renewable and
non-renewable resources (e.g. plants, animals, air, water, soils, minerals) that provide numerous benefits to
people69.
When it comes to the future of manufacturing, we need
to pay more attention to how we use and treat these
resources.

YOU KNOW YOU’RE
SUPERSTRUCTING when…
S U P E R S T R U CT I N G means reinventing our tools and processes, our
organizational structures, and even our concepts of cooperation and
collaboration. So how do we know when we’re on the right track? How do
we know when we’ve gone beyond the best practices of contemporary
organizations to superstruct our projects?
Here are five basic outcomes you can monitor as indicators that you’re on your
way to the kind of reinvention necessary for success in the next decade:
1 You’ll know you’re superstructing ...

when you’ve achieved more and different participation

Signs to look for:
• Massively more and different kinds of people identify themselves as part of your organization’s mission
and network.
• A broader and more layered community starts to engage directly with your organization.
• People are using new, imaginative language to talk about the paradigm shift your organization is making.
• Your community of actors and advocates is inventing fun new ways to perform or demonstrate their support
and engagement.

2 You’ll know you’re superstructing ...

when you begin to implement what once were

					

nearly inconceivable possibilities

Signs to look for:
• You are “mashing up” ideas, metaphors, and best practices from previously unrelated fields and industries.
• You’ve combined massively many POVs—points of view—from different fields, industries, geographies, and
demographics to avoid possible “blind spots.”
• You have identified at least a handful of previously hard-to-detect outlier possibilities—low probability events
and outcomes that would have a disproportionately big impact on your organization.

3 You’ll know you’re superstructing ...

when you’re inventing and testing smaller and

									

bigger practices

Signs to look for:
• You’ve lowered the threshold to change or adopted a new behavior that contributes to a common good.
• More and different people can directly contribute to a better collective outcome through your organization.
• You’ve defined new units of contribution to measure new practices.
• You are using visualization tools to help others see the aggregate impacts of small contributions at
large scales.

4 You’ll know you’re superstructing ...

when you are creating stranger and more

								

shareable products

Signs to look for:
• You are creating a new, larger good that can be shared, used, applied, or monetized by different groups in
different ways.
• You are open to—and constantly scanning for—unexpected products that could be useful to someone, somewhere.
• You are broadly advertising unexpected products in order to figure out who would want them and what they’re
useful for.
• You’ve found at least one new thing—data, content, byproducts, leftover resources, participation bandwidth—
to offer up as a common good.

5 You’ll know you’re superstructing ...

when you are designing and participating in new

						

and world-changing processes

Signs to look for:
• You have made a commitment to ongoing cooperation with at least one other organization, institution, or
group that you previously considered completely outside the scope or scale of your organizational purpose.
• You are harnessing “bottom-up” flows (from individuals and groups working at smaller scales) and “top-down”
flows (from organizations and institutions working at bigger scales) to augment your organization’s everyday work.
• You are releasing your own “bottom-up” and “top-down” flows to amplify your work and to influence groups
working at bigger and smaller scales.
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